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In Sydney’s harbour-side suburb of Cremorne is the garden of
Noelene and Ian Dawes. Their garden is different from most
gardens, as it is a rooftop garden that has had a lot of attention.
Horticulturist Helen Curran visited the garden
to see what all the fuss was about.
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lost in
the
grass II
Heather Knowles continues on her exploration of small native
plants that are commonly overlooked while bushwalking.
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A SRI
LANKAN
WAY OF
SPICE
Spices feature heavily in Sri Lankan cuisine.
Go to www.stgmagazine.com.au for these recipes.

The popularity of cooking and sourcing
fresh ingredients means more
gardeners are keen to experiment
with growing interesting edible plants
in their gardens, including exotic
tasting spices. These plants are often
easier to grow then traditional herbs
in the warm climate garden.
Noel Burdette loves to grow, cook
and eat his favourite Sri Lankan
spices and shares this knowledge.
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T

he tropical island of Sri Lanka is
situated off the southern tip of
India and is often mistaken for
being part of India itself. It has its
own unique culture that spans many thousands of
years. Spices feature heavily in its cuisine and the
flavours and methods of cooking are truly individual
and highly distinctive.
From a culinary aspect, being brought up in a Sri
Lankan household had its benefits. From a young age
I was encouraged to help in the kitchen and learn the
benefits of cooking. My mother’s spice pantry seemed
like a jumble of recycled bottles and jars filled with
seeds, dried leaves and powders of different colours,
textures, aromas, and sizes. »
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gardening know-how

Garden Calendar

NOV DEC
JAN FEB
By Arno King

A

fter another dry and warm spring in
much of Queensland, gardeners are
looking forward to the arrival of the
wet, and hope that it will arrive early
and bring consistent and regular rainfall.
With the rains comes the strong, lush and often
colourful growth, which it is hard to achieve even
with constant irrigation.
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The arrival of the rains in summer signals the ideal
time to transplant and to propagate plants from
seed, cuttings and division. Rains are generally
accompanied by increased humidity, cloud cover and
less extreme temperatures. It can also be a much
more pleasant time to work in the garden with the
soft moist soil making it easier to pull weeds, dig up
plants and prepare beds for planting. »
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ORCHIDS

SUBTROPICAL
LIA

Botanical Cattleya cultivars
Common Cattleya Orchid
Family Orchidaceae

COLLECTOR
Cattleya orchids are perhaps one of the most
common and popular orchids grown in warm
climates. They are generally easy to look after,
have spectacular flowers and can be grown
outdoors without too much worry. Cattleya
orchids have also been crossed with other related
genera to develop thousands of other stunning
hybrid flowering orchids.
There are around some 50 species found from
Mexico to Brazil. Many species such as
C. maxima and C. intermedia have
many variations and have
gained their own
devotees.

Cattleya orchids are epiphytes, growing naturally
on tree trunks, or lithophytes growing on rock
faces. They can also be grown on cork or hardwood
plaques or in pots with specially formulated orchid
mix which provides maximum porosity. If the roots
are too moist, the plant may rot.
The orchid plant consists of a fleshy pseudobulb
from which one to three broad leathery leaves
are produced.
Flowering can occur any time during the year
depending on the species or in hybrids the
background of the cross. The large flowers are
highly decorative, with bold monochromatic
colours, pastels or mixed colours with speckles,
markings and multi-tones. Depending on the
species or hybrid, each inflorescence may consist
of from two to ten flowers.
When dividing the plant following flowering,
ensure each section has 3-6 pseudostems
to guarantee success. Use a coarse orchid
potting mix.

BEST GROWING
CONDITIONS
• Humid tropical, subtropical

•
•
•
•

and sheltered locations in
warm temperate climates
(depending on the hybrid
or species)
Bright semi-shade
Epiphytic on tree or slab
or potted
Allow orchid mix to dry before
waterings, if grown in a pot
Apply orchid fertiliser on at
regular intervals

LANDSCAPE USE
• Potted specimen
• Bush house plant
• Hanging baskets
• Epiphyte on tree trunks
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